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My Dear Friend Mabyn

Amherst Island’s
Amazing Animal
Advocate
Several years ago, my
Mother started taking art
classes through a little
gallery on Princess Street in
Kingston.
While she discovered a
great gift through the
honing of her skills as a
painter, she also found a
new friend. Practically every
call we’ve had on Fridays
(the day after her classes)
for several years now has
included something
interesting that she heard
from her classmate, Mabyn.
In addition to being the
driving force behind Turtles
Kingston for many years,
Mabyn has also taken on
numerous other personal
initiatives to aid local
wildlife, protect their
habitat, educate the public
or – more often than not –
all three at once. She is a
true dynamo, a perpetual
motion machine that just
does good and keeps going,
and going, and going… the
Energizer Bunny of Ecology.
When we launched Our
Lakes, I contacted Mabyn,
introduced our little
venture and explained what
we were up to. We became
fast friends and she has
been there supporting us
every step of the way since
and we are grateful. In
March, as we all sat glued

This watercolour by Mabyn Armstrong (one of this area’s true
nature stewards) is her latest and a gift for her Ukrainian friend.

to our smartphone newsfeeds
to see the latest on Russia’s
horrific invasion of the Ukraine,
Mabyn went back to work. In
between dealings with the
manager of Amherst Island’s
wind turbines, she started
painting as many pet
portraitures as possible, each
taking 15-20 hours to complete.
She’s then giving the pet’s
3

owner the original for free with the
understanding that they will donate
to an organization helping animals
in the war-torn country.
With this issue being our salute
to wildlife rescue organizations, it
just wouldn’t be complete without
at least a tip of the cap in this
amazing lady’s direction.
Mabyn, you rock! JC

Photo by Sean Allair

The Lake is Always Great,
But Don’t Forget Those Toys
As the weather warms and the ice starts
to fade, people all around Our Lakes are
anxiously getting ready to pull their toys
out of storage.
Hopefully you remembered to put
everything to bed properly in the fall and
your effort/cost to hit the water in 2022
when it is time will be minimal.
As we all anxiously await the start of
boating season, please enjoy these reader
photos of folks enjoying their toys all
around Our Lakes.
Always keep in mind that sharing the
lake is a two-way street. If we want people
to accept our hobbies we must remember
three things: 1) We should safely enjoy
our own hobbies so that they cause as

Photo by Amy Roach
"Watch my wake" on Clear Lake.
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So which lakes are

Our Lakes?
13 Island Lake
14 Island Lake
Big Salmon Lake
Birch Lake
Bobs & Crow Lakes
Buck Lake
Bulls Eye Lake
Charleston Lake
Collins Lake
Cronk Lake
Desert Lake
Devil Lake
Dog & Cranberry Lakes
Elbow Lake
Gananoque Lake
Howes Lake
Inverary Lake
Knowlton Lake
Lake Ontario
Little Long Lake
Loon Lake
Loughborough Lake
Newboro Lake
North Otter Lake
Opinicon Lake
Pearkes Lake
Potspoon Lake
Rideau Lakes
Sand Lake
Sydenham Lake
Thirty Island Lake
Traverse Lake
Upper & Lower Rock Lakes
Wolfe Lake
& Others, too!
No matter where you enjoy
the Frontenac Arch
waterfront, we invite your
comments and submissions
for articles, photos or
announcements. All written
submissions must be
compatible with MS Word.
We reserve the right to edit
for space, clarity, and
good taste. Email
editor@ourlakes.ca.

Photo by Heather Topping
Fishing boat ready for early
morning adventures on
Sydenham Lake.

Continued: Share the Water
little impact as possible on
others and the environment;
2) We should make room for
and encourage others to
follow their own passions and
hobbies as long as it’s done
responsibly; and, 3) Just
because we see one bad actor
out on the lake, don’t tar
everyone who enjoys the same
Photo by Penny Haskin, Upper Beverley Lake.
hobby with the same brush.
If we keep those three ideas
in mind we can all be free to
enjoy Our Lakes, in our own
unique ways, and Our Lakes
will always be around and free
to be enjoyed.
Thanks to all who have
submitted shots for
publication. If you would like
to send us something to
consider, please email a full
resolution .jpg file to
editor@ourlakes.ca.
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Photo by Amy Bates, Loughborough Lake.

Continued: Misty Lake Memories
Photo by Julie Dier
Early morning Sydenham
Lake.
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Round goby. Photo by Gary Blight, Invading Species Awareness Program

Emerging Threats in the
Frontenac Arch
webinar on the topic of invasive species in the
region. The webinar included three extremely
knowledgeable guest speakers from key partner
organizations in the front lines in the battle against
invasives. FABN executive director, Julie Servant,
served as emcee for the seminar.

FABN Hosts Successful
Session on Invasives
By Dana Stephenson
The Frontenac Arch is an ecologically unique
landscape characterized by an ancient ridge of
exposed granite that acts as a wildlife corridor
between the Adirondack Mountains and the
Canadian Shield. The Frontenac Arch Biosphere
Region is one of 19 biosphere regions within
Canada recognized by UNESCO for their high levels
of biodiversity. The biosphere designation is
administered by the not-for-profit, the Frontenac
Arch Biosphere Network (FABN).

The first presentation was from Jordanna
Bergman a PhD candidate from Carleton
University. Bergman presented her research on
using biotelemetry to examine the behavior of
round goby in the Rideau Canal.
The round goby is an invasive fish that was
discovered in the canal in 2019. Bergman and
colleagues tracked 45 individual fish in the summer
of 2019 and determined that while locks act mostly
as a barrier if round goby did enter the lock
chamber, certain lock operations could enable
upstream dispersal. Bergman’s research will help
to inform best practices for lock operations in the
future to prevent the spread of invasive fish.

At the network, the focus is on celebrating the
biodiversity of the Frontenac Arch through our
projects and programs to benefit all residents and
visitors to the area. As part of that work towards
environmental education, FABN recently hosted a
7

Continued: Angler-Established Program
Second up was Riley-Ann Schmidt who is the
Education Liaison and Terrestrial Invasive
Species Specialist with Ontario’s Invading
Species Awareness Program.

Invasive Species
Resource Centre

In 1992, the Ontario Federation of Anglers
and Hunters and the Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development, Mines, Natural
Resources and Forestry, established the
Invading Species Awareness Program in order
to address the threats posed by invasive
species in the province.

Frontenac Arch Biosphere Network Site
– https://www.frontenacarchbiosphere.ca/
science/invasive-species
Invading Species Awareness Program
– http://www.invadingspecies.com/
The Invasive Species Center
– https://www.invasivespeciescentre.ca/

Schmidt’s presentation profiled some of the
invasive species in the Frontenac Arch region
including dog strangling vine, LDD moth (now
the Spongy moth, formerly the Gypsy moth),
wild pigs, Eurasian water-milfoil, grass carp, and
water soldier. The presentation also outlined
the ways that people can help to monitor and
report invasive species sightings and ways of
preventing the spread including cleaning boats
when moving between waterways.

NCC Invasive Species Gallery
– https://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/what
-we-do/resource-centre/invasive-species/
EDDMapS Ontario
– https://www.eddmaps.org/ontario/
Invasive Species Plant Guide
– https://www.ontarioinvasiveplants.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2016/07/QRG_FINAL.pdf

The final presentation of the online gathering
was from Megan Quinn who is the
Conservation Biology coordinator with the
Nature Conservancy of Canada. Quinn’s
presentation focused on the work that the
Nature Conservancy of Canada (NCC) conducts
on their properties in the Frontenac Arch
region.

Grow Me Instead Guide
– https://www.ontarioinvasiveplants.ca/
resources/grow-me-instead/
NCC Events Page
(potential invasive species events)
– https://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/what
-you-can-do/conservation-volunteers/events/
Invasive Species Hotline
1-800-563-7711

The NCC uses integrated pest management
to combat invasive species, which includes
combining multiple techniques. NCC uses
manual removal of species and chemical
controls such as herbicides to manage invasive
species like phragmites, garlic mustard, and
common buckthorn.

NCC social media accounts and checking the
events section of their website is the best way to
see event announcements.
Overall feedback from the event was positive
and the Frontenac Arch Biosphere Network
hopes to host similar events in the future. For
those that missed the event, you can view the
video recording at the following YouTube link:
youtube.com/watch?v=CRaKbiyJ28I.

Quinn also shared a case study of the
successful management of phragmites at the
Loughborough Wilderness Reserve. NCC
typically hosts invasive species removal events
in the spring and summer where volunteers can
help work to remove species on NCC
properties. If that is of interest, following the

Dana Stephenson is a Sustainability Intern
with the Frontenac Arch Biosphere Network.
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Back from the Brink

On March 16 I was alerted to the presence of
10 trumpeter swans in a small open water area
beside Opinicon Road in South Frontenac.
They overwinter anywhere there’s open water
with enough aquatic vegetation within their
reach. They have a very thick down and seem
impervious to the cold.
They are magnificent to see and trumpeters
are making an amazing comeback from the edge
of extinction.

Roger Lupton is a retired high school
Biology and Chemistry teacher. Now former
world traveler (due to Covid-19), cook,
bottle-washer, photographer, fisherman,
hunter, archaeology assistant, rough
carpenter, American Flyer electric train
buff, and Manchester United fan. You can
enjoy more of his photos here on Flickr.
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Subscribe &
Win With
Our Lakes
We’re looking to build our subscriber base,
and that’s great news for you because you could
win one of five amazing prizes just for taking out
a free subscription to Our Lakes e-magazine!

Visit OurLakes.ca and join today!
Prizes may not be exactly as pictured but include: Click & Grow 3 indoor garden system, framed limited edition Northern
Lights Ducks Unlimited print, framed limited edition Morning Mist Ducks Unlimited print,
Brother CS6000i computerized sewing and quilting machine, & Husqvarna 326AI25 power ice auger with 8-inch blade.
No deadline is set for specific draw dates. Winners will be notified via email & draws will take place as certain
thresholds are met in terms of total email subscribers. Call 613-331-4444 if you have any questions.
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Oligarch Woes
Russia’s richest individuals
have lost more than $38
billion in 2022 because of
Western sanctions on Russia
in reprisal for the invasion of
Ukraine.
Together, the Top 10
Russian oligarchs still have a
net worth of $186 billion,
equivalent to the market cap
of large publicly-traded
companies like McDonald’s.
The Russian ultra-rich are also
among the biggest owners of
superyachts – some of which
are getting snagged by law
enforcement as part of
ongoing sanctions.
The fifth-richest man in
Russia, Alisher Usmanov,
owns Dilbar, the largest
motor yacht in the world by
gross tonnage. The boat is
512 feet long and reportedly
cost $800 million, employing
84 full-time crew members.
Named after Usmanov’s
mother, the yacht was seized
by German authorities who
later discovered that it’s
really owned by a Maltabased firm and registered in
the Cayman Islands.

To access a larger, browser-based version of these graphics, visit the Visual Capitalist.
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All photos courtesy of Kinsmen Club of Kingston

Kinsmen Raise $750,000
For Community Works
Winner Plans to Sell
Battersea Dream Home
Kinsmen Chair Graham Forsythe says if
you thought this year’s $1.5 million dream
home was amazing next year will blow you
away.
“Wait until next year because I’m going to
try and get us to $2 million,” Forsythe told
local media.
Kingston charities are the biggest winners
of the annual tradition (which sadly took
2020/21 off due to COVID challenges). This
year the Kinsmen will share the $750,000
raised through the lottery to support
multiple causes around the Kingston area.

chances of winning a lottery are so much smaller
than getting struck by lightning.” She reportedly
expects to sell the property to help her build a
better future.
Home Valley Builders is a family business that
has been serving the Kingston region for almost
three decades. It is a company proud to have
been a well-respected home builder in the
Kingston area since its inception and one
specializing in custom home building and rural
waterfront homes.
“We are so proud to be working with the
Kinsmen on this project,” said Gavin Marshall, of
Home Valley Builders. “Great communities don’t
just happen – they must be built.”

Yixuan Li, 24, won the grand prize, 1054
Balsam Lane, Battersea, South Frontenac. It’s
a 4,000-square-foot home featuring four
bedrooms, three-and-a-half baths, a two-car
garage built by Home Valley Builders on a
two-acre piece of heaven complete with
water access.
Li told media she was shocked at her lifechanging good fortune and had never really
considered winning the home. “I mean, the
12

Continued: Helping Since 1932
The Kinsmen Club of Kingston is a small
group of dedicated individuals who strive to
serve our “Community’s Greatest Need,” since
its inception in 1932. The club is volunteer-run
and all of proceeds go to the community. “Our
group mix professionalism and fun to raise
money in our community,” states the group’s
website. “Donations to worthy causes have
always been our goal in fundraising projects
such as Kinsmen Theatre, Kin Big Money Bingo,
and Kinsmen Dream Home Lottery.”
The group’s stated beliefs are:
✓ Seniors living in dignity and supporting this
through two Kingston properties;
✓ Youth recreation and sports as a vehicle to
help kids at a young age to be productive
members of society;

✓ Helping families struggling to put food on the
table; and,
✓ Helping community organizations that
support Kingston families.
The 10 winners of $1,000 prizes included
William Harvey, Ronald and Bruce Ducharm,
Cathy Radford, Giulio and Mariah Sebastiani,
Amanda MacDonald, Noble Vargese
Pananchikal, Dale Pederson, Joe Backus,
Christine and Jacy Purvis and Mary JoAnne
MacDonald. Clarence and Pam Miller won the
$5,000 cash prize and the penultimate victor of
the draw was Rob Marshall who took home the
$10,000 cash prize.
Tickets for the 33rd annual dream home
lottery and details on the prizes will be available
some time later in 2022. Good luck to all.

Looking for more Our Lakes?
Check Out Our Archives
Click on the individual covers below to access previous issues
or visit ourlakes.ca/current-and-back-issues/
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Skills Vacancies Cost Us $25 Billion
A recent report released by the Future Skills
Centre and the Conference Board of Canada
titled Lost Opportunities: Measuring the
Unrealized Value of Skill Vacancies in Canada is
shedding new light on the opportunities
emerging in today’s chaotic labour market.
Co-authors and researchers Nachum Gabler
and Bryan Gormley say the resulting skill
vacancies, measured as a share of the economy,
equal an unrealized value increased from 0.85
per cent of GDP to 1.33 per cent, an important
metric for understanding the impact of skill
vacancies on prosperity and growth.
“What are skills vacancies? When an
employer wants to fill a vacant job, they are
really looking for a set of skills to help them
complete specific tasks,” says Conference Board
of Canada researcher Nachum J. Gabler. “Until
that employer can recruit a new employee, they
don’t have access to the skills they need. So job
vacancies can actually be thought of as skill-set
vacancies: An unmet need for particular skills.”

“Right now in Canada, skills vacancies
represent $25 billion in unrealized economic
value, an increase from $15 billion in 2015,”
says Gabler. “Rising job vacancy numbers,
higher wages, and changes in the types of
available jobs have all contributed to this
increase.”

The six most highly valued skill vacancies are
active listening, critical thinking, reading
comprehension, speaking, monitoring, and
coordination. Vacancies related to each of these
skills currently cost the Canadian economy $1
billion or more annually in unrealized value
owing to unfilled job vacancies.

Skills tend to be found in sets, which has
implications for how to develop skills and
potentially address vacancies. There are five
broad skill groups: basic, social and emotional,
resource management, systems, and technical
skills, they add in their report.
Using modelling in which skills and skill
groups are valued by looking at average wage
and vacancy numbers for those occupations,
they hope to guide policymakers and educators
when prioritizing investments. The skill group
with the highest wage-and-job vacancies value
is social and emotional skills, worth $8.5 billion
in 2020 – making up a third of the unrealized
value of unfilled skills demand arising from job
vacancies that year, they note.
“Our research examines skill deficiencies in
the workforce, what those skills are worth, and
how much economic value is being lost, to help
illuminate the needs and requirements for
Canadian labour, education, and immigration
policy-makers,” concludes Gabler.

Click To Access The Full Report
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Map courtesy of Ontario.ca

New Name, Same Pain
2022 Spongy Moth Plague Predicted
To Continue & Intensify Further North

The Friends of the Tay Watershed recently
hosted a webinar reintroducing folks to a familiar
foe with a new name, the spongy moth.

expect in 2022. For anyone who missed the show,
the presentation slides are available here at
taywatershed.ca.

On Feb. 24, Eric Boysen, of New Leaf Forest
Services, was kind enough to deliver a
presentation humourously titled Getting to know
the *&?$! (LDD/Gypsy) moth … and what to

First, Boysen walked attendees through the
confusing evolution of this invasive pest’s name.
“Until recently, Lymantria dispar dispar was
known as the gypsy moth,” the presentation

15

Continued: ‘Gypsy’ Was Inappropriate
explained. “The American Entomological Society
establishes common names for insects.” The
Society determined that ‘gypsy’ was a culturally
inappropriate term and needed to change. “LDD
was used in the interim while a new common
name was selected.” That process has resulted
in the new name ‘spongy moth,’ referring to the
insect’s spongy egg masses.

Boysen’s presentation summarized provincial
projections explaining defoliation in 2022 is
forecast to be severe in parts of Aylmer, Guelph,
Parry Sound, Bancroft and Pembroke districts.
The webinar outlined several management and
control options starting with simply doing nothing
and waiting for the population to collapse from
natural factors.

So the bad news is provincial egg mass
surveys predict the current outbreak around
Our Lakes will continue. The worse news is the
worst of it in 2022 is expected to hit the more
northern reaches of this region putting
Algonquin Park squarely in its crosshairs – as
well as parts of southwestern Ontario.

More acceptable to most participants was the
idea of instead taking local, small-scale actions
whenever possible. This means intervening at all
life stages. “Trap, remove, destroy accessible
larvae and pupae as they develop. Protect special
trees (i.e. close to the house, unique species, other

16

Calling All Lake & Road Associations

Wants to
Partner
With You!
Grow your reach, open new avenues for member recruitment,
build your group’s profile within your lake community as well as
the broader area and enhance the value proposition for
the lifeblood of your organization – your members!
•
•
•

Submit a monthly column for
publication in the issue
Enjoy a free display ad to help
attract new members
Promote your events, citizen
scientist opportunities, and other
association activities for free

•
•
•

Get a free subscription to Our Lakes
for every member of your organization
Help build awareness of the good
things happening around the area
Encourage lake stewardship among
your members and the broader
community at large

Contact John Curran, Publisher
publisher@ourlakes.ca
613-331-4444
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Continued: BTK the Preferred Choice
tree health issues, etc.). Water your trees well
during and following defoliation to reduce
overall stress. Collect and destroy eggs.”
It also described available pesticide options
including BTK – Bacillus thuringiensis kurstacki.
This is a biological, certified organic, product. Its
impact is specific to larvae of moths and
butterflies. It is best applied during the early
stages of larvae development. It is the choice of
most homeowners and applicators. Formulations
include Foray 48B and Dipel.
“Other pesticide options are available to the
homeowner. For instance, you can buy
pyretherin, permetherin and malathion products
at the local garden centre or hardware store. But
always read the usage label and apply
accordingly. Professional licenced arborists and
pesticide applicators may have other control
options to offer,” Boysen explained.
Boysen’s final thoughts and suggested actions
included thinking longer term about the
cumulative impacts of drought, climate change,
diseases and other insects.
“Pay attention to other invasive species, and
report/control as possible. Use EddMaps
(https://www.eddmaps.org/ontario/) or
Community Science Tree Check Form
(https://www.invasivespeciescentre.ca/takeacti
on/community-science/). Work together with
your neighbours, at a municipal level, at a
woodlot association level. If you are thinking
about aerial spraying, sign up early and if you do
get sprayed, monitor the results.”
Making matters worse in 2022, especially for
woodlot association members and other
community entities that turned to aerial
spraying last year, that may not be an option this
season. Zimmer Air Services has conducted aerial
spraying around Our Lakes in the past but that is
very much in doubt based on the current
message posted on its Forest Pest Control page.

Relax, Unwind And Be Pampered
Beauty Industry Experts Since ’95
New Path Spa offers high quality facial and body
treatments to suit your needs. We welcome you to
reconnect with a sense of total wellbeing through
the ritual of renewed relaxation. Each of our guests
will experience a customized pampering from highly
qualified therapists in our Covid-safe sanctuary.
Come see Magda, Taylor,
Andrea and Anne today!
729 Gardiners Road
Kingston, ON K7M 3Y5

(613) 634-9611
newpathspa.com

“Thank you for your interest in a potential
Gypsy Moth Control Program for 2022,” states a
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Photo by Zimmer Air Services Inc.

Continued: Heli-Spray Solution in Doubt
copy of a form message sent to anyone emailing
about spraying this year.
“Unlike in 2020, where Paul Zimmer
addressed individuals’ questions and inquiries
relating to Gypsy Moth Control programs, that
will not be possible in 2021 leading up to a 2022
Gypsy Moth Control Program. Zimmer Air
Services Inc. (ZASI) personnel are still in the field
delivering aerial application programs to a long
list of customers and will be until the end of
September. The 2021 Province Wide Gypsy
Moth Control Programs ZASI took on in addition
to the company’s regular workload, placed an
overwhelming strain on company resources.
Trying to set up and deliver these programs
would be difficult at the best of times but doing
so during a global pandemic presented
challenges ZASI personnel could not begin to
understand.

groups like yours every 10, 20, or more years,
when a Forest Defoliator outbreak occurs. Not
to overstate the obvious, but Gypsy Moth
control is not a business model that is
sustainable.

“ZASI has developed over a 45-year period, a
well-established and longstanding client and
contract base. Taking on these additional
programs reduced the company’s ability to
service these regular customers during the same
delivery period, and our lack of attention to
existing customers was duly noted. These are
the companies, individuals, and government
entities that keep ZASI in business year after
year and allow ZASI to service individuals and
19

Continued: Unimagined Cost, Complexity
“How ZASI will deal with potential Gypsy
Moth requests leading up to a 2022 program has
not been determined as of this date. Discussions
by key staff will occur in the next month or two
but suffice to say some big changes are coming
from how ZASI tried to deliver programs in 2021.
That may include limiting the service area,
reducing the number of programs, or having a
third party do all the work leading up to the
applications, allowing ZASI to concentrate on
what they do best – Aerial Application. If ZASI
can report anything learned to potential

customers, having spent a full 12+ months
addressing this latest Gypsy Moth outbreak, it
is that these programs are far more complex,
and substantially more costly to deliver than
estimated or imagined. These 2021 programs
are still a “Case Study” in progress. Your
enquiry has been assigned a number and will
be addressed in the order received when
accurate information can be presented to you
on how ZASI will participate in delivering
Gypsy Moth Control Programs in 2022. Thank
you for your understanding.”

20

Front Row
Seats
Oscar and Theo Pacheco came up with their
own comfy seats while enjoying their hot
chocolate during the Music in the Park event at the
Battersea Ball Park on March 12.
This was the third in a three-part series hosted
by South Frontenac Township to which local
families were invited to enjoy a day of free live
local music. Like the others, this event ran about
two hours but featured Jordy Jackson, along with
the full complement of firepits, warming stations,
a Storywalk though the parks in partnership
with Kingston Frontenac Public Library, snow
shoeing, kick sledding and warm drinks.

Photo courtesy of Heather McLurg

The two earlier events took place at Centennial Park
in Harrowsmith featuring Lucas Pell, and at The Point
Park in Sydenham featuring Chris Murphy.

Moose of the Month
“Well heck, I found a few more ‘lost’ photos from the summer of 2021! I was having some issues with
my camera last summer, it kept changing the date on photos I was taking. I even found a few photos
I've not taken yet supposedly from 2024,” said photographer Ron Acklin. For more amazing moose
content, visit Moose Lovers on Facebook.
21

Not all birds leave the nest in the same way. Many birds don’t fly yet and spend a few days on the ground,
hiding in shrubbery being cared for by their parents. If uninjured these birds should be left alone. Birds
that nest in cavities are more mature when they fledge and are flighted. If they are found on the ground
they need rescuing. This includes birds like house wrens, swallows, bluebirds, swifts and great-crested
flycatchers. Ledge nesters like eastern phoebes are also included on this list. If you don’t know the species
of bird you are “rescuing” stop and figure that out first, otherwise you may really be kidnapping.
Is the bird in need of rescuing? Is it hurt or sick? Is it
unable to flutter its wings, bleeding, wings drooping
unevenly, weak or shivering, attacked by cat/dog?
No
Call Sandy Pines
Wildlife Ctr.

Yes

(613) 354-0264

Is the bird
feathered?

Yes

It’s a fledgling. (Normal
behaviour to be hopping
on ground; parents are still
feeding it.) Is bird safe
from pets and people?

No

It’s a nestling and needs
help. Can you find the
nest? Is it intact?

No
Make a substitute nest.
Poke holes in bottom of a
berry basket/margarine
tub; line with dry grass, the
old nest, or pine needles;
hang from original tree.

Yes

Put baby back in nest.
Observe from a distance.
Are parents visiting nest?

Yes

Leave the area.
Baby is OK.
Put baby in nest.
Observe from a distance.
Are parents visiting nest?
No
Yes
Leave the area.
Baby is OK.

Yes

Call Sandy Pines
Wildlife Ctr.

(613) 354-0264

Yes

Leave the area.
Baby is OK.

Put bird in bushes or
on a tree limb nearby.
What from a distance.
Are parents nearby?

No

No
Call Sandy Pines
Wildlife Ctr.

(613) 354-0264
If you find a baby loon, duck or goose: If
you know the mother is dead or if the
baby is injured, call (613) 354-0264. If
baby is separated from the mother and
you know where she is, place baby close
by so she can hear it. Watch from a
distance. If the mother doesn’t claim the
baby within an hour, call Sandy Pines
Wildlife
22 Centre (613) 354-0264.

Yes

Leave the area.
Baby is OK.

Photo by Amey
Boucher

Adapted from Healers of the Wild, By Shannon K. Jacobs ©1998 Coyote Moon Press, Denver, Colorado

Seeing Sights & Friends
not to compromise, but to agree on a final
decision. Right or wrong, we each had the
discipline to choose a direction based on all the
information we had, and once decided, it was
done. If we were wrong, we adapted and
corrected our path.

Story & photos by Richard Kruz
Around the campfire we get to relax and gaze
into the flicker of flames jumping out of the wood
and watch the ashes from the day drift upward, as
if released to God’s Hands. It is a time for letting go
of all the fear that has challenged us throughout
that day and just dream of what might have been;
what still could be. As ideas are slowly percolated in
the mind for tomorrow
and for second chances
with life, there is always a
peace in the air, and
usually there are friends
who can help to
encourage your heart’s
desires, by sharing their
success in the adventures
of life. On that note I
want to at least begin one
such adventure.

I had my ups and downs (sometimes
literally) while doing my job and so too did

My wife, Deb and I
have been married over
42 years. Across every
aspect of our individual
lives, I can honestly say
there has been little or
nothing we have ever
disagreed on for more
than a day. For an hour
we may not agree but
one of us will always
change the way we think;

SHOP IN STORE OR SHOP ONLINE
at Canada's Oldest General Store
613.376.7622
Open six days, CLOSED TUESDAYS
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Continued: Always Drove Together
Deb. It was always shared for support, then
forgotten.
In leisure we enjoy different activities, but each
other’s company has always been the priority. The
first two years we were married we were never
apart for more than an overnight trip. We so enjoy
being together, whenever possible we drove by
car to get someplace – anyplace. From P.E.I. to
California, and everywhere in between. We did fly
as well, visiting Scotland, England, St. John’s, Nfld.,
and New Orleans, La. We also flew to B.C. several
times.
Our favourite trip, which we repeated for at
least the first 35 years of marriage, was the drive
to Nova Scotia by way of New England in the fall –
the time of our anniversary. One year in the early
’80s we missed it in lieu of two weeks in Scotland
and England. Through the years there were
favourite stops and all kinds of weather. As we

We offer Introduction to Pickleball
sessions and customized training
in private or group settings.
Come see what all the excitement
is about!
Call 613-545-5288 or email
kattgrrrl@gmail.com
we look forward to seeing you
on the courts!
*Certified NCCP, PPR, &
Mixed Ability Sports coach
*Pickleball Ontario Ambassador
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Continued: Deb Owned the ‘TripTik’
travelled, Deb would navigate.
She ‘owned’ the maps, CAA
TripTiks and regional tour books.
Deb would look up all there was
to know about the roads and
cities or towns before us.

souls as well, many of whom
became great friends. Coos Bay,
Oregon, is one of my favourite
blessings on a four-week
adventure. I will sum it up with a
broken-down car, an unexpected
contact, three-year-old twins and
I will bet over the years she
our first waterbed experience!
also crocheted at least 20 afghans
God is good, always.
just while travelling. I do have a
list of over 60 afghans Deb
Never let it be said that life is
completed since we were
boring. Most of these adventures
married, and who they were
were recorded day by day in
given to as gifts. Someone’s
journals that we have even now.
Christmas list always had an
This was something else Deb
afghan on it whether they knew it enjoyed doing at the end of each
or not.
day’s travel and she continued
this habit, to a lesser degree,
Another favourite travel
even until 2017.
pastime was for Deb to read
mystery short stories to me as we
Staying at home and serving
drove. We would sometimes
family was the other half of our
figure out ‘who dunnit’ before
lives together. When we were
she got to the end of the story.
planning where we would live,
Gosh we had some wonderful
our priority was family.
conversations, stopping to take in
We considered that for the
the sights along the way. Even on
most
part, my brothers and
a rare occasion a moose or a deer
sisters were grown and already
avoided a collision with our car.
out on their own. Deb’s siblings
All that travel allowed us to
were younger and two at least
encounter some very precious
still were at home. So, we
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decided we could be of better
service to Deb’s family as they grew
up. To always be available for them
was a commitment we made and
kept as a priority, regardless of
other responsibilities we had, and
there were many. I may fill in some
of those spaces later.
Birthdays, holidays, special
occasions such as weddings or
births, and in emergencies – Deb
and I were always there and ready
to do whatever was necessary.
Until 2014 or 2015 that
commitment was still our primary
focus but that all had to change as
Deb’s Alzheimer’s symptoms
increased. Of course, by then Deb’s
family was grown, became more
independent and was establishing
their own lives so it was now time
for a change in focus to work on
dealing with our own
circumstances.
Earlier I mentioned a trip that
took us through Coos Bay, Ore. In
the summer of 1982 Deb and I
decided to travel to Santa Barbara,
Calif., so Deb could meet some of
my relatives.

Continued:
Across North
America
We planned a four-week vacation taking
us through Minnesota, where we saw the
statue of Paul Bunyan and his big blue ox,
Babe! That is in Bemidji, Minn., west of
Duluth, in case you want to check it out.
From there it was north to the Manitoba
border and to Winnipeg. Being part of an
international biblical research, teaching,
and fellowship ministry meant we had
some contacts and friends right across
Canada and the U.S. That was the case in
Winnipeg as we enjoyed our third night on
the road with friends. Winnipeg also
happens to have been my dad’s

hometown, born to Ukrainian immigrants who reached
Winnipeg between 1906 and 1912.
It was a quick overnight stay for us and then we were
heading for our next stop – Calgary!

Do you have a passion for some
aspect of our waterfront lifestyle and
long to share it with others?

Send us a sample piece.
Please remember: 1) Pictures make
every story better; 2) A one page
column in Our Lakes is about 400 words;
3) Our editorial deadline is the 20th
each month.
Email: editor@ourlakes.ca
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Continued: Our Tent Blew Down
I still remember driving into
Calgary in a crazy rainstorm.
There was so much water some
of the underpasses were flooded.
But we reached our destination,
again, friends whom we already
knew from London. We ended up
not leaving ’til the third day and
while we visited, Deb and I were
treated to a day at the Calgary
Stampede. Even one day there
was unforgettable. I am sure we
still have photos of our straw
cowboy hats with the Stampede
logo on the front. They only
survived for about 15 years.
The next leg of the trip took us
to Vancouver by way of Golden,
Revelstoke, Salmon Arm,
Kamloops, Hope and Chilliwack.
While we were on the coast,
we had several things to do
before heading to the U.S.
Before getting into that, I do
want to remind you we had our
share of ‘wrong paths’ as we
came across the country. Most
we can laugh about now – but at
the time, no fun at all!
Our first night of the trip was
spent in a little three-man
puptent, in a KOA campground
just on the outskirts of The Sault
(Sault Ste. Marie). This was in the
Island Septic Pump-Out
Septic System Installs
New Build /Renovations /
Restorations

dark times before smartphones
and internet (ha-ha) so what we
missed checking was the local
weather. About 3 a.m. we were
caught in the middle of a crazy
thunderstorm. That did not
bother us so much except for
where we had pitched our tent!
We were about 20 yards from an
escarpment and the wind that
came up over that ridge knocked
down half the tent. We had a
ground sheet and were quite
cozy till that happened. I had to
go out and reset the one pole
and be sure the rest of the ropes
were secure. I was still wet at 8
a.m. Lesson learned – that never
happened again!
The second day we were not
as well-rested as we should have
been. While we were in Bemidji,
I decided to wash the car since it
had gotten muddied up from the
overnight rain still on the roads.

Using a high-pressure hose was
new to me and I got a little too
close to the headlights to spray the
dirt off. Afterwards I discovered
not only the dirt came off but so
did the aluminum coating on the
headlight reflectors! I was not
impressed. It was a new car.
So now back to Vancouver, we
planned to visit my younger
brother and his wife and a new
baby nephew. Also, in Vancouver,
my younger sister was just
beginning to get involved with the
same bible ministry as Deb and I.
We were able to enjoy a couple of
days visiting and meeting several
new friends, most of whom are
among those who continue to pray
for Deb and her Alzheimer’s,
almost 40 years after we met.
Next month we will finish our
trip to Santa Barbara and return
right across the middle of the U.S.
Until then, happy spring!

Homes /Cottages /Docks /Boathouses
All Welding Needs
Marine Transport of Materials and
Equipment

IMC is the marine operating division of Greg and John Fleming
Construction serving customers up and down the Rideau since 1987.
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613-349-9655
gregkfleming01@gmail.com

Naturalize your property.
Photo by Kim Ong

Make Earth Day More
April 22 Marks 52nd
Annual Celebration
of the Planet

achieved on an “Earth Year” timescale?
Thankfully, there are many avenues you can take
to help the planet on a longer timescale.
1. Naturalize your property with native plants
If you own or have access to property,
naturalizing that property is an excellent way to
conserve and restore the natural world.
Naturalizing your property can save you money
as well!

By Calvin Blewitt
When you think of aligning yourself with
Earth Day virtues, you may feel inclined to
turn off the lights or bike to work on April 22.
While these are fine endeavours, they do not
necessarily bring about sustained change or
revolutionary ideas in a society – something
that Earth Day was established to do.

Economists are increasingly putting financial
values on naturalized areas because they help to
mitigate flooding and reduce the impacts from
extreme temperatures. This type of financial
asset is often called “ecosystem services.” In the
winter, trees hold in heat that is released by a
house, and in the summer, they provide shade.
Trees also provide important windbreaks that
can help to conserve temperatures within the

Instead, we should stop thinking about
Earth Day as a one-day initiative as radical
change rarely happens in such a short period
of time. What kind of activities can be
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Continued:
Start Small
If Need Be
home and have deep root structures which
hold shorelines together in times of high
water.
If you are not able to naturalize a large
portion of your property, creating a
pollinator or a wildflower garden is an
excellent step, too! Watersheds Canada
provides a more in-depth look into creating
your own garden with our free Native Plant
Database, and free Wildflower Garden Guide
.
2. Fully utilize your eavestrough
Instead of letting rainwater runoff into a
storm drain – which poses its own problems
like overloading urban creeks and polluting
them with motor oil, salt, and fertilizer –
redirect your downspout so that you can
take advantage of that rainwater on your
property! Installing a rain barrel at the end of
your downspout collects rainwater which
you can use to wash your car and water your
garden.
You can go a step further and create a rain
garden using rainwater. A rain garden is
typically a garden located in a depressed
area of the landscape where it can collect
rainwater, usually through a downspout. The
garden is usually planted with moisture
tolerant grasses and perennials (plants that
live more than two years).

Less than 1% of all turtle
eggs survive to sexual
maturity. Road mortality is
one of the main reasons…

Unsure about
lead? Weigh the
science:
Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead

Like any native garden, a rain garden
attracts different species of bird and insect
pollinators. More specifically, a rain garden
helps to filter any contaminants from the
rainwater while also recharging the
groundwater system. To learn about
becoming a “Rain Smart Neighbour,” please
29
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Continued: Make Your Own Traps
register for our upcoming free
Earth Day webinar.
3. Fight invasive species
Living in Ontario, you most
likely have heard of the invasive
spongy moth (previously the Ldd
or Gypsy moth). This moth feeds

heavily on tree and shrub foliage
which can severely defoliate
forests during the early weeks of
summer and threaten their
survival.
Thankfully, to protect against
this invasive species, you can
make your own homemade

spongy moth trap for only a few
dollars! Traps attract male
moths (all spongy moths that fly
are male) by using a pheromone
strip that smells of a female
moth. Recipes can be found
online. Organizations like the
Invasive Species Centre also
provide free education

Blaze King Wood & Gas Stoves
Cinderella Incinerating Toilets
Unique Off-Grid Appliances
Solar Cottage Kits
Grid-Tie Systems

244 Dalton Avenue,
Unit 180, Kingston
Phone: 613.583.0139
kurt@downundersolar.ca

downundersolar.ca
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Continued: Powerful Choices

resources to learn about identifying the
spongy moth and scraping off their egg
masses.

4. Rethink how you use your hydro
Often when we think of Earth Day, we think
of turning off the lights for an hour or two. I
challenge you to rethink the way you use
electricity and use it more effectively
(reducing your monthly bills is an added
bonus). One way is to consider buying an
electric vehicle for your next vehicle purchase.
While they are generally more expensive up
front, that cost is justified when you consider
the year-over-year fuel expense savings.
Canadians also have access to a $5,000 federal
government incentive that you can put
towards the cost of a new electric vehicle. You
will also be contributing to better air quality

Electric vehicle.
Photo by Canva

Like us on
Facebook!
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Continued: Clean, Healthy Lakes
for your community and reducing your carbon footprint.
You can also rethink your hydro use by reducing light
pollution. Light pollution can impact bird migration patterns,
wildlife wake-sleep habits, and can even alter human sleeping
patterns. For information on how to reduce light pollution,
check out this handout online.
5. Focus on reducing your
plastic consumption, then recycling
While it is nearly impossible to fully eliminate your plastic
consumption, it is possible, and often more economical, to
reduce your plastic consumption. Why not bring your own
metal or reusable plastic straw when eating out? Buying food
options that do not use plastic packaging is another good
practice, such as when choosing which perishable foods to
purchase. Often you find food items with less plastic at the
edges of grocery stores. Remember to bring your own
reusable bags, vegetable bags, and glass containers to
purchase bulk foods when grocery shopping. Another option
is to purchase foods while they are in season, and to purchase
them from local food providers who do not use a lot of plastic
packaging on their products. Work to move your mindset
from only recycling, to reducing the amount of plastic that
comes into your home or cottage in the first place.
Thank you for reading this article. It was written by staff at
Watersheds Canada, a national non-profit charitable
organization that specializes in delivering programs that
protect and enhance shorelines, shorelands, and aquatic
habitat. By partnering with landowners, community groups,
students, and volunteers, Watersheds Canada empowers
people to care for clean, healthy lakes and rivers that will
sustain humans and wildlife for years to come. To learn more,
go to Watersheds.ca.

Zero waste.
Photo by Canva

Calvin Blewitt is a Natural Edge Technician
with Watersheds Canada.

Hardware & Auto
Tech Sales &
Service
All Types

139 Main Street Seeley’s Bay 613-978-3474
info@FishermansHardwareAndAuto.shop
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Photo by Loyal to the Foil

Foiled Again…

Spring
Break
Chaz, left, Steve, Phill,
Zinnia, Nathan, and Jay
were all in Cocoa Beach,
Florida, recently to see
the Foil Surf Racing
League event. For
more, great eFoil
content, check out
Phill Yendt’s Facebook
page.

After the Ice Storm in Sydenham
Photos courtesy
of Jo Mather

Thanks to Jo
Mather for
sending in these
eery photos of
Sydenham
following a
recent late
winter ice
storm that
made roads
hazardous
around Our
Lakes.
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All photos courtesy of Jason George & Ann Brokelman
Ichabod the sandhill crane wouldn’t fly south, but with a little care and volunteer labour, he found
a new home and wasn’t lost to the cold.

Saving a Sandhill Crane
By Jason George
After spending 30 plus years of my life in
Mississauga I decided to retire from teaching
and pursue my passion in wildlife. Eventually I
bought a place in Wasaga Beach summer of
2016. It had many of the things that I wanted in
a physical building and it was close to some
interesting wildlife – Snowy Owls, Plovers. But I
didn’t know the extent of all the wildlife that
lives close to Wasaga Beach and can be seen
just in my backyard. Belted king fishers, Bald
Eagles, wood ducks, fox, deer and even minks.
The list grows with every month.
If you don’t know what a sandhill crane is,
don’t worry I didn’t either before I moved here.
It’s a beautiful grayish colour bird with a red
face; it stands anywhere from three to four feet
tall with a razor-sharp beak that’s close to a foot
34

Continued: Ichabod Wouldn’t Fly South
and a half long. If you ever get the chance to listen
and watch them, do it, it is a joy!
October 26th, 2019 I got a very odd message from
Ann: ‘Please call me … 647-555-1234’.
So, I called her and she told me about this sandhill
crane not migrating and therefore, he would probably
end up freezing in the Canadian cold. I quickly agree
to help (…or else this would be a boring story) and
she fills me in on the details.
One of the messages reads:
“... Ichabod crane as we call him is like a dog or a
cat.....he loves our company....he jumps up and
down....he dances with us.....people are amazed....i
hope he survives and i also hopes he returns next
year....” from the husband.

It’s Free

Subscribe

I start a hunt for the perfect box. One of my friends
Lori actually found this box and it seems like the

Sign up today and never miss
another issue of Our Lakes.
Click here
to subscribe for free!
(If you subscribed but never got the email,
please check your junk.)
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Continued: ‘Atticus’ at Shades of Hope
perfect, ok well it is at least the biggest box I
could find. I cut some air holes in it, I reinforce
the bottom and make sure that it fits in my car.
To be honest I’m a little bit nervous about this
whole process. We are hoping the crane and the
lady have this special bond, so it potentially
shouldn’t be that hard or dangerous.
November 1, I get the call: Game time! I leave
my house and I show up to the lady’s house just
before 9:40 a.m. – the sandhill crane is in the
garage.
Oh, my goodness, this bird is absolutely
stunning even with the garage backdrop. I’ve
never been so close to one, to truly appreciate
the colours and the beauty. The lady picked him
up and I’m back home by 10 a.m. waiting for
Ann & Mel to meet me at the release site.

We tried a few different techniques, no luck.
Even the ‘I’m not looking at you and walking
backwards towards you’ failed. The crane was a
too smart for that. Next attempt, it might be our
only chance to catch him, so we talked, luckily, he
doesn’t understand English. We got him cornered
in this one random building so that he couldn’t get
lift easily and then I pouched on him like a jaguar
on his pray. Honestly, at this point I wasn’t even
thinking about his foot-long razor-sharp beak. I
just grabbed his leg, and a wing, got his beak
under my arm and threw the blanket around and
put him in a comfortable position for both of us
then back in the box he went.

We met at the release site around 11 a.m.
Ann captured some amazing release photos of
me. This beautiful bird smacking me in the face,
what a great memory. We hang around to make
sure that the release was successful. This crane
is flying around a bit but keeps coming back to
us not the hundreds of others sandhill cranes
calling and doing their mating rituals in the
fields. Unfortunately, he keeps coming back to
us or this random van. Ann and I glanced at each
other and instantly I knew that we had to
capture this bird…

Ann and Mel then took the sandhill crane to
Shades of Hope a Wildlife Refuge Center. ‘Atticus’
his new name was checked over and he’s a very
healthy male, my diving capture move didn’t hurt
him. They moved ‘Atticus’ to a second center
called Speaking of Wildlife, so that he could get
more one on one attention. It is sad that ‘Atticus’
has lost his sandhill crane identity and now he
doesn’t get to spread his wings in the wild but I’m
working on getting to see him again. Stay tuned
for more stories and updates, if you want a recent
update on Atticus the Sandhill Crane, check out
Speaking with Wildlife (Bobcat, Grey Wolf and
Porcupine) Episode 5 ~ ‘Journey with Jason
George’ Series on YouTube
https://youtu.be/_g1YfM4MWF0.

Capturing a sandhill crane in the wild, oh
man… I’m nervous. None of us expected that
we’d have to catch it, out here. He constantly
lets me get within an arm’s reach, then flies off
or just floats right out of my reach. Obviously,
it’s so frustrating, it was like a game of take
away, you know when you’re playing it with your
older brother but he’s just a little bit taller or
stronger and there is nothing you can do. But in
this situation, as annoying as it is it’s honestly, so
much fun because it is a sandhill crane! I’m
running through these muddy fields trying not to
have water rush over my boots/stuck. Mel and
Ann, we’re nursing some injuries but we all work
together and did what we were able to do.
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All images courtesy of the OTCC

Shell Shocked

On the Front Lines
with Ontario’s
Top Turtle Team

On any given day there are 1,500 turtles in the
care of the Peterborough-based Ontario Turtle
Conservation Centre and every one of them falls
under the responsibility of Executive and Medical
Director Sue Carstairs and her team.

About 1,500 turtles are admitted to the
hospital each season, and many of these are
females carrying eggs. These eggs are collected
so they are not lost to the population and are
incubated and hatched at the Centre; hatching
starts in August.

“Turtles in our care now are ones that we are
just working towards getting ready for release in
the spring so some of them are recovering from
their injuries, the ones that didn’t heal in time to
be released last season and some of them are
babies that we’ve hatched here and we’re trying
to get as big and strong as possible before they
get released in the spring,” she explained.

“We incubate about 5,000 to 6,000 eggs
each year,” she said. “Of course all the eggs
will not hatch … all of those eggs would have
been lost otherwise and we probably get about
2,000 babies from them, to release each spring
37

Continued: Education Key to OTCC
so it’s pretty good considering where they come
from.”

Dr. Sue
Carstairs

Many of the eggs are harvested from
deceased mothers who frequently die after
being hit by vehicles while crossing roads
around the province. Just because the mother
dies, doesn’t mean her eggs will be lost if people
lend a hand and act quickly.
“The best-case scenario is that they come in
and the female does well in the hospital, but
even then this animal is here for a minimum of
eight weeks so they’re not going to be ready to
be released in time to lay their eggs so we
induce them and collect their eggs to incubate
them here,” said Carstairs. She’s been with the
OTCC since 2009 and is a veterinarian who also
holds a Bachelor of Science in wildlife biology.
She’s been working with wildlife for 20 years –
that’s as long as the Centre has been in
operation.

https://www.houseofangelis.ca/

“In 2002, we started as a small grassroots
organization, but the need for our work was so
strong that we quickly outgrew this model,” she
explained. “We used to be known as the
Kawartha Turtle Trauma Centre, but soon
outgrew that name as well since we extend to
help animals throughout the province, and we
now have a hospital, hatching program,
education program and field program.” Legally
that is still their name – though they go by their
operating name Ontario Turtle Conservation
Centre. “Our mandate today is to aid in the
protection of Ontario’s turtles and the habitat
they live in.”
The education program is a key part of what
they do on an ongoing basis. It’s a lot of video
conferencing right now, generally people sign up
for and get individual tours for themselves and
their family, class or organization. “We actually
engaged almost 10,000 people this year despite
nobody being able to come on site so that’s
pretty amazing,” she said. “It isn’t just schools
and the public that we educate, we’re a
teaching hospital too, so we get many
placement students in veterinary, veterinarian

Dressing you top to toe,
inside and out.
63 & 65 Brock Street
info@houseofangelis.ca
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Continued: 1,000-Plus Turtle Taxi Drivers
exposed. In the water they’d never attack a
human,” she explained. “You don’t need to be
scared … we don’t need to persecute the poor
things. I think I’ve seen public opinion change
greatly since I’ve been here at the OTCC, I’ve
seen a huge shift in awareness among the public.
More people want to get involved, but not just
casually, they want to get really involved and
they want to make a difference.”

technician, and rehabilitation programs. I’m trying to
provide training for these professionals, so that more
and more people can be successfully treating turtles
and assisting conservation groups.”
Occasionally they get a bigger platform and
welcome the exposure that it brings. “This Friday we
have Ontario’s Minister of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks David Piccini coming in and
hosting a press conference,” she said. “We try to get
involved, engage ourselves as much as possible.”

That’s fortunate because it literally takes a
small army of supporters to keep the OTCC
functioning. “We have a key group of about 35
volunteers who are frequently around the Centre
helping to care for the animals or performing
other tasks,” she said. “We also have a network
of 1,000 volunteer turtle taxi drivers who help by
transporting injured turtles to us here so we can
help them.” The year-round staff at the Centre
includes an additional vet, two vet technicians, an
administrative assistant as well as volunteer,

Turtles aren’t generally a hard sell in terms of
getting people to appreciate the peril this critical
species is currently facing due in large part to the loss
of habitat and road mortality. “The only turtles with a
bit of a bad reputation with some people are the
snapping turtles. We explain to people that they are
only aggressive on land because that’s their only
defence since they are slow moving and this species
can’t even hide in their shell, they’re completely

List your products or services in the

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and
50 words about what you’re selling.
Email: publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444
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Continued: Hope to Raise $3M
education, and field work coordinators. During
the busy summer season they add three people
just to answer the phones, two additional vets,
three more vet technicians, two educators, two
people to care for recovered, unhatched eggs
and four workers in the field. They currently
enjoy an operating budget of about $750,000.

Rendering by
Ray McNiece

“Everyone works hard to make sure it all
works,” she said.
With everything going on at the OTCC, it’s
easy to understand how they’ve outgrown their
current facility. Their four units comprising
about 5,000 square feet in a commercial mall
worked well for a time but with needs like
increased space for surgeries and lab work as
well as outdoor space for education and habitat
initiatives, the Centre is currently running the
largest capital campaign in its history hoping to
raise $3 million.

ontarioturtle.ca, or in person. We are also going
to hold a 50/50 draw, that’s something new that
we haven’t done before and we are of course a
registered charity so every contribution of over
$20 earns you a tax receipt.” Donations can be
made online at ontarioturtle.ca/donationoptions/. For those who prefer to donate
something more tangible, the OTCC maintains a
wish list on its website at
ontarioturtle.ca/donating-non-monetary/, full
of needed items ranging from clipboards and
PPE to footstools and pink flagging tape.

“We have been gifted some land nearby that
we’re starting to move our operations to, so
we’ve actually renovated two buildings there
for a total of about 3,000 to 4,000 square feet …
we’re using the farm as an overflow for the
turtles that are staying with us longer term and
some of the babies.”

Being a turtle warrior can make for long days
in some pretty grubby conditions, be it a swamp
or dusty roadside, but when you release 100
hatchlings or a 100-year-old snapping turtle, the
feeling can’t be beat, she insisted. “We try and
do as many releases as possible ourselves and
get as many of our supporters involved in them,
it really reminds you why you’re doing what
you’re doing. It’s just a magical feeling … we
strive to involve any member of the public that
actually brought a turtle in for our help in the
release of that same animal.”

Their site plan has been submitted and it’s all
under review currently. As soon as that’s
approved construction will be starting on a new
10,000-square-foot facility on top of the other
buildings at the farm. “We have enough so far
to do the basic building, we’ve raised about $2
million and have some money saved as well. We
would like to raise $3 million so that we can
have more of the features and amenities we
need.”
For anyone looking to support the OTCC, cash
remains the most needed item and will until the
new facility is open. Naming opportunities are
still available for the new building, and
donations are welcome. “We are also selling
engraved bricks that people, companies or
other organizations can purchase to
commemorate their name, an event or a loved
one. Bricks can be ordered through our store at

Those moments are important because they
fuel people’s enthusiasm and effort for
Ontario’s turtles and help get you through the
tough times when sadly a creature is lost.
“You do have to be an optimist to do this
work and always remember you’re doing
something beneficial for turtles and for the
environment.”
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All photos courtesy
of Sandy Pines
Wildlife Centre

The Heart of Our Lakes
Sandy Pines Helps All Critters Around Eastern Ontario
Sandy Pines’ peak season runs from about
May through September when human-wildlife
interactions are at their peak. Birmingham
barely stops moving when things get busy. In
addition to her medical and leadership roles,
she also runs the Internship Program and
handles all media relations.

Each year 6,500 animals from all around
Our Lakes arrive for help at the Sandy Pines
Wildlife Centre (SPWC) in Napanee.
“We also help patients avoid unnecessary
help by advising the public, we manage
several thousand phone calls per year,”
explained Leah Birmingham, RVT Medical
Director SPWC. “It’s mostly orphans found
after the mother was relocated.”

“I was the first summer student hired here
in 2001 during summer break from the vet
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Continued: Nothing Typical at SPWC
tech program at St. Lawrence
College,” she explained. After
graduating college the next year
she worked at Beardall Animal
Hospital before eventually
returning to SPWC to be, “Our
Founder/Director Sue Meech's
right hand, and potential
replacement if something were to
happen to her and she was unable
to carry on the wildlife work.”
While there really is nothing
typical about wildlife rescue work,
a typical day at SPWC starts with
treatments and medications for
any medical patients in need. “We
then clean and feed a variety of
wild animals, both in the hospital,
surrounding buildings and
outdoor enclosures,” she said.
“We gather supplies for
enrichment from the wild and
dispose of organic waste from
cleaning our outdoor enclosures.
Throughout the day, and in
different numbers each day,
patients are brought in by

Raise Money for your Group,
Cause or Favourite Critter

Our Lakes now
reaches 40,000+
people monthly

It’s all about referrals…
If you bring Our Lakes together with someone you know
who buys an ad worth at least $500, we’ll give $100 to your
specified fundraising campaign. Or, we’ll create and run a free
ad promoting your subject for the next 12 issues.*
Here’s your chance to send a few emails and make the day
of your favourite volunteer-based, not-for-profits or even
individual species you feel make Our Lakes extra special.
Email your contact and CC me, John Curran, at
advertising@ourlakes.ca and put “Our Lakes introduction” in
the subject line when you do or else we’ll have no way of
verifying your assistance.
* Our Lakes reserves the right to decline ads based on their content.
Some conditions apply, call 613-331-4444 for info.
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Continued: Similar to Any Vet Hospital
“We are located on 60 acres. We have a full
veterinary operating room, complete with xray equipment, and can provide wildlife with
very similar treatment to a regular veterinary
hospital.”

either volunteer drivers or the people that find
them.”
Awaiting those incoming patients is a main hospital
building and several smaller buildings that house
wildlife as well as many outdoor cages and
enclosures. “We have an aquatic centre for aquatic
birds and semi-aquatic mammals,” said Birmingham.

The team around the Centre is lead by
Founder/Director Sue Meech and a volunteer
board of four Directors. In terms of boots on
the ground, in addition to Birmingham there is
Administrative Director Kelly Fraser, she
organizes the reception, banking, fundraising
and HR; and Julia Evoy is a
Veterinary Assistant who graduated St.
Lawrence College in 2007 and has about 15
years experience at SPWC. “We also have
several full-time animal caretakers
and other RVTs and many, many amazingly
dedicated volunteers,” added Birmingham.
Sandy Pines has been in operation for a
quarter century now operating at a former
farm on Highway 2 just west of Napanee. Its

Winter Storage Cover
Now Available!
Convenience

Canadian Engineered

No more running to cover
your boat when it rains

High quality components

All the benefits of a boathouse
with zero ecological impact
No permits required

We ship anywhere –
Easy do-it-yourself installation
One-year limited warranty on
canopy and frame
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Economical Solution

(20 x 12 ft)
Custom lengths available
Call for a quote

416-577BOAT (2628)
BoatShield.ca

Continued: Helping Species-at-Risk
mandate is to help all injured and orphaned wildlife and
release them back to the wild. “We also give advice to people
from all over Eastern Ontario with concerns about wildlife
conflicts they are experiencing … We offer humane solutions
which result in the animal relocating itself, allowing the animal
to remain in its home area,” explained Birmingham. “We also
have an excellent education outreach program and give
presentations all over to encourage compassion and care for
our wild neighbours.”
As part of that goal of public education and outreach, the
Centre will host a release party to roll out its latest initiative on
April 2. After a year in production, SPWC is ready to release a
5-part video series with accompanying lesson plans on speciesat-risk in Ontario. The series aims to raise awareness of species
disappearing in our community and is a call to action for youth
and adults to create a world where these species can thrive
here again.
“We see several species-at-risk each year like Northern Map
Turtles, Bald Eagles, and Grey Rat Snakes,” explained
Birmingham. “It’s a huge undertaking to prevent species loss
more than we already have and it varies in so many different
directions. There's no way one organization can tackle all of
that. We need people working on habitat, working on
education, working on saving individual species, working on
saving a variety of species. We need it all.”
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Continued: Survive on Donations
The videos and lessons (designed
for Grades 6-8) will be available on
the SPWC website after the event.
This project was made possible in
part by an award from the National
Geographic Society's COVID-19
Remote Learning Emergency Fund
for Educators and TD Friends of the
Environment Foundation. For more
details and to reserve a free ticket
to the release party, visit
sandypineswildlife.org. Click here
to register for
free https://bit.ly/3sLX130. For
questions about the release party,
email educationspwc@gmail.com.
“We do not receive any
government funding, we survive on
donations alone,” she said. “We
are currently running an online
50/50 raffle to help with funds. We
also accept donations on our
website and through the Canada
Helps platform.” People who want
to help can start by following the
Centre on Facebook and watch for
posts about specific needs. “At this
time of year, several clamshells of
spring mix would be appreciated.”
Over the last two decades,
Birmingham has noticed many
positive changes in terms of
people’s attitudes about wildlife.
“Over the 20-plus years I have
worked in wildlife rehabilitation I
have seen the overall concern for
wildlife go up,” she said. “When I
first started people would feel as if
they were doing us a favour by
bringing an animal in. Now most
feel fortunate to have a place to
bring these animals to when they
Photo by
need help.”
Roy Sunstrum

She added there are small things
people can do to minimize their
impact on the wildlife around them

while out enjoying nature. “Don't
litter, try to remove snagged
hooks from waterways as
waterfowl get caught up in it or
lead poisoning from the tackle,”
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she concluded. “If baby animals
are found in your house do not
relocate mom until you have been
in contact with a wildlife rehab
centre for more advice.”

Winter’s Last Gasp
Wanderings
Well, this last big blast of snow was a bit more
than a few centimeters I would guesstimate. And I
absolutely refuse to shovel one more time! I shall
remain steadfast in my hope that it will melt next
week before I need to receive any deliveries. It
seems many of my friends are of the same opinion
as we had all been hopeful that we were done with
winter.
As we closed out February and plunged into
March, there were glimmers of hope, sunnier days
and mask restrictions possibly being lifted. I must
admit, it is quite odd to see someone’s face in a
public setting, pleasant, but a bit foreign. I look
forward to the renewed sense of freedom as we
emerge from lockdown burn out, and regain an
eagerness to venture outdoors, meet people, and
possibly become a social ‘society’ again. I am sure
there are a few, maybe many, who will miss the
isolation, but I think for the sake of mental health,
we need to find a human connection, even if it is
only in fits and starts during the onset of liberation.
I never made it out to the Ompah Stomp but
from what I heard; it was well received. A group of
us did manage to FINALLY meet at The Cove in
Westport (after a three-month postponement) and
were treated to our favourite table overlooking the
lake. We savoured both the food and friendship as
we shared stories and drank in the atmosphere,
alive with chatter and laughter, something we had
missed during lockdown protocols. Deer roamed
freely back and forth across the frozen waterway,
graceful, inquisitive, and the perfect backdrop for
our elevated perch. They were unfazed by the
comings and goings of the many snowmobiles, yes,
they (the sledders) also thought that winter was
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over and that this would be the final ride
before spring awakened in the Frontenac
counties.

Continued: Music Rings in Sydenham
Music in the Park continued, and Chris
Murphy played in Sydenham while families
bundled up around fire pits and sipped hot
drinks. We arrived early to explore the local
trails that journey east and west and offer
lakeside views and well protected paths with
the sound of rushing rivers coming to life
through a thin film of ice, during the seasonal
melt. I enjoyed a few games of pickleball at
the Verona Lions Hall and introduced new
players to this fun and addictive sport. I
learned how to play Rummikub and met the
Mayor of South Frontenac as he greeted
guests to an outdoor celebration of winter.
The snowplough naming contest was a
creative and fun challenge for all ages, and I
threw my names into the mix. #OptimusPlow
#FrostandFlurriest. Then off to Perth for the
Frost & Fire Winter Festival’s Scavenger Hunt
where clues were hidden throughout the
town, a journey on foot to explore new stores
and then try our luck at some axe throwing,
nighttime fireworks, and a luminary walk to
end the day.
The following weekend it was off to the
Sharbot Lake ball diamond where we got to
experience the wonderful game of Crokicurl.
The sport is a perfect blend of curling and
crokinole and keeps players outdoors and
active during the cooler months. The ice was
in great condition thanks to Rudy, who
demonstrated an expertise in the sport as he
gently glided his rock into the centre with

This ad has been graciously donated by Westholme Graphics.
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Continued: Rochester Club Tales

ease. The community welcomed a
new family and we got to share
stories and enjoy pleasant
conversation while waiting for our
match. It was a round robin format
where you played alternate teams
and then there were the playoffs.
Snacks and treats were a lovely
addition and indoor plumbing was
the “icing on the cake.” If you get a
chance to check out this great sport,
I highly recommend it!

and shared their passion for
Camp Melvin, as it was
originally named, with their
friends for over 70 years. Since
then, the property has been
lovingly restored by a new
family who have kept the
history of the land alive and
well through pictures, stories,
and the modernization of
original features. It even has a
beautiful cannon out back to
add visual entertainment as
you travel past lakeside.

syrup, karate/exercise class, and a
visit to Meals on Wheels to see what
great services the Our Lakes area has
to offer. As we ‘spring forward’ and I
long for that extra hour of sleep, I
am encouraged that April will be a
new awakening for many, and bring
flowers, birds, and warmth to those
of us that remained at the lake
exploring the wonders of winter and
celebrating when the temperature
rose above zero.

My county explorations continue
Long-time Our Lakes contributor
and one of my online stories in the
Kelli McRobert is also a
Frontenac News is a captivating tale
It’s now mid-March and I am
community reporter with the
of the Rochester Club and the
optimistic as to what spring will Frontenac News. Hope you enjoyed
Neisner family who loved Bobs Lake bring. The township
this condensed glimpse into the
recreational magazine has been
busy life of a journalist on the beat.
“A small green frog
released and it is packed full of
On a big brown log;
upcoming events and activities. For a look at what else is happening
around Our Lakes check out
A black and yellow bee
There are still a few interests
Frontenaclive.ca/events.
In a little green tree;
that are on my radar like maple
A red and yellow snake
By a blue-green lake,
All sat and listened
To red bird sing,
Wake up, everybody,
It’s spring! It’s spring!”
unknown author
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All graphics courtesy of Yeti Coolers

Your Very Last Cooler
There’s Nothing Abominable About These Yetis
Growing up, Roy Seiders and his brother
Ryan always had a passion for the outdoors.
“Hunting, fishing, traveling to outdoor
industry trade shows with our teacher-turnedentrepreneur-father,” recalls Roy. “We were
raised with an appreciation for wild game,
unfamiliar territory, and high-quality gear.”
Roy, who is four years Ryan’s senior,
remembers how their outdoors-loving high

school teacher father introduced them to
entrepreneurship early in life. A class project
father Roger, an industrial arts teacher,
designed for his students led to the creation of
a glue to fix broken fishing rods. That grew into
a business.
Following university – Ryan, Texas A&M in
1996; and Roy, Texas Tech in 2000 – the
Seiders started their own ventures. Both based
their businesses on ideas their father helped
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Continued: Founded Yeti in 2006
Cooler Performance

Roy’s boat design incorporated three
coolers integral to the vessel as seats and a
casting platform. Born out of frustration
with coolers that caved in when you stood
on them, gave up on cold-holding when the
weather got warm, or made it easy for bears
to break into, they eventually gave up on
their personal businesses and focused on
creating a never-before-seen cooler that
exceled in durability, extended ice retention,
and weather resistance.
“The coolers available at the time just
weren’t up to our outdoor adventures – the
handles would break, the latches would
snap off, and the lids would cave in. Not only
was it a hassle to replace our coolers after
each season, but also these cheaply built,
ordinary ice chests were limiting our good
times,” adds Ryan. “And that frustration led
us to a solution.”

Ice Retention

nurture: Ryan started a custom-fishing-rod
business while Roy began a customized
aluminum boat business.

Durability

“In 2006, we founded Yeti Coolers with a
simple mission: build the cooler we’d use
every day if it existed. One that was built for
the serious outdoor enthusiast rather than
for the mass-discount retailers. One that
could take the abuse we knew we’d put it
through out in the field and on the water.
One that simply wouldn’t break,” says Roy.

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:
Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for
12% to 50% of adult loon deaths.

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:
Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for
12% to 50% of adult loon deaths.
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Continued: Holds Ice 10 Days
“We decided early on that
product innovation would
come from necessity and
firsthand experience – not
from market research and
data analysis. Today, Yeti
products perform when it
matters most – whether
that be an excursion into
the remote Alaskan
wilderness, chasing redfish
on the Gulf coast, or just
getting together with
friends in the backyard.”

A Yeti’s two-inch thick walls are
filled with premium polyurethane
insulation – standard cooler walls
are only a half-inch thick. In the
lid, Yeti goes even further with a
solid three-inch insulated top that

The cornerstone of the
Yeti line remains its Tundra
hard coolers. Ranging in
size from a small 35-quart
design for day trips to a
US$1,500, 350-quart
behemoth for lengthy
excursions on land or
water.
Rotational-molded
construction makes a Yeti
virtually indestructible. In
fact, with locks in the
integrated padlock ports
on the corners of each Yeti
Tundra, these coolers are
certified bear-proof by the
Interagency Grizzly Bear
Committee.
“A very well-designed
product,” said mechanical
engineer Scott Haseman.
“This is the Ferrari of
coolers.”
Yeti’s lid latches are the
same design and material
as those used on ATVs so
they are strong enough to
take a pounding. A fulllength integrated hinge
system will not fail.
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doubles as a great casting platform
or comfortable seat by the fire at
the end of a long day. In a contest at
Carolina Sporting Arms, a Yeti
Tundra held ice for 248 hours –
that’s more than 10 days.
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History of the Rideau
Communities – Part 2
Editor’s Note: This is the second
instalment in a multi-part series of
stories spotlighting the communities
of the Rideau Canal.
By Ken Watson
What sets the Rideau apart from
other lakes and river systems is its
rich history. The oldest continuously
operated canal in North America,
the locks work today much as they
did when first opened in 1832. The
canal, built in a wild frontier of
lakes, rivers and swamps is an
engineering marvel and a testament
to human genius, sacrifice, and
perseverance.
For a number of years I've been
compiling the histories of
communities in the Rideau corridor
for posting to several websites I
operate. This information is a
consolidation of those histories,
with communities listed from south
to north along the route.
About Chaffey’s Lock
Is it Chaffeys Locks, Chaffeys Lock
or Chaffey’s Lock? The official name
of the community is Chaffeys Locks
but locals prefer the use of
Chaffey’s Lock. The lockstation at
this location is known as Chaffeys
Lock.

All maps from Dr. Lake’s Chart of the Rideau Lakes Route,
1920 3rd edition, courtesy of Laurie Bresee & Ken Watson.

you’ll find two marinas, one with
a liquor store, a restaurant, pub,
ice cream shop, and a museum.
The restaurant, pub and ice
cream shop are all part of the
Opinicon, formerly a hotel and
resort. Adjacent to the lock you’ll
find the Lockmaster’s House
Museum operated by the
Chaffey’s Lock and Area Heritage
Society. The Cataraqui Trail, part
of the Trans-Canada trail system,
crosses over the Rideau Canal,
on the old iron railway bridge at
this location. There is also the
short Marion Dunn Trail that
leads from the community hall to
the Chaffey’s Lock Cemetery.

Chaffey’s Lock is located on the
Rideau Canal between Opinicon and
Indian lakes. It is accessible from
Highway 15 via Chaffeys Lock Road,
History
CR.9. It is a small community that
In 1820, brothers Samuel and
grew up around the Rideau
lockstation at this location. Today Benjamin Chaffey erected a
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sawmill here. In 1822 Samuel
started building other mills and
by 1826 had a sawmill, grist mill,
carding mill and a distillery in
operation.
The original plan for the
Rideau Canal in this area called
for two detached locks with one
of those in a bypass channel that
would allow the mills to
continue operating. This proved
impossible and in the end,
Colonel By bought out the mills.
Samuel Chaffey had died in 1827
and there was some delay as his
widow, Mary Ann, and his
brother Benjamin, disputed the
ownership of the mills. That was
settled in October 1829 and the
mills were removed in 1830 and
a single lock was built in the
middle of the channel. The

Continued: It Became Haggart’s Job
it has been restored by Fiona
McKean and her husband
Tobi Lutke, Shopify founder,
and is operated as a
restaurant and pub.
In 1912, the Canadian
Northern Railway came to
Chaffeys and built the iron
railway bridge, part of their
Montreal to Ottawa to
Toronto line. The tracks were
lifted in the early 1990s and,
in 2000, it became a crossing
for the Cataraqui Trail, part
of the Trans-Canada Trail
system.

contractor for the site was John
Sheriff & Co. Sheriff died and his
partner John Haggart completed the
job. One traveller commented that
this spot was known as Haggart’s
Job, “as under the management of a
jolly bachelor of that name, well
known for convivial hospitality to all
travellers by this route.”

community. In 1884, a kingpost
truss wooden bridge was built
across the lock.

In about 1899, Lockmaster
William Fleming acquired the
property the Opinicon sits on
today. He built a tourist lodge in
this location. In about 1902,
William Laishley bought the
property, added a wing to the
There was no community at this
site after the completion of the canal, building and called it Idylwild. He
operated it as a tourist resort
just the lockstaff resided here. In
until 1904 when he sold it to a
1844, a single storey defensible
fishing club from Youngstown,
lockmaster’s house was built (the
Ohio, which operated it as a
second storey was added in
private club known as the
1894/95). In 1872, John Chaffey, a
“Opinicon Club.” In 1921 it was
nephew of Samuel Chaffey, built a
purchased by Mae and William
gristmill, the same one that can still
Phillips of Pittsburgh who turned
be seen today (although now with a
wooden rather than stone front due it back into a public tourist
resort. The Opinicon had many
to flood damage early in the 20th
years of glory as a resort. Today
Century). This was the start of the
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During WWI, a
convalescent hospital was
built on Fettercairn Island
(today’s Richardson Island) in
Indian Lake. Injured and
shell-shocked troops arrived
by train to Chaffeys and were
boated to the island to enjoy
the recuperative relaxation
powers of the Rideau.
The early development of
tourism was due to the
tremendous fishing in the
surrounding lakes,
particularly for largemouth
bass. In the 20th Century,
Chaffey’s became a central
hub for the Rideau fishing
guiding industry.
About Newboro
Newboro, a small
community located on
County Road 42, is a popular
destination spot for anglers
wishing to land one of the big
largemouth bass that
populate Newboro Lake. It is
also a popular stop for
boaters since Newboro is
located adjacent to the
Newboro lockstation of the

Continued: Lake Fever Hit The Isthmus
Rideau Canal. It’s a good spot to
restock supplies or have a quiet lunch
or dinner at one of the local
restaurants or Inns.

Newboro served as a service
centre for commercial boat
traffic plying goods up and
down the Rideau. By 1850 it
had a population of 300. The
stone bridge abutments that
boat travellers see in the canal
cut were built in the late 1800s.
One was for the B&W Railway,
built from Brockville to
Westport, and completed in
1888. The other was for the
original highway through the
area. The highway was realigned in 1952 and a new
In addition to the building of
concrete bridge was
the lock at The Isthmus, an
constructed. In 1953, the
additional alteration was made
railway closed and the bridge
to the original plan, that of
was removed.
adding a lock and a dam at a
narrowing of Rideau Lake.
About Westport
Surveys showed that the west
Westport, a quiet little
end of Rideau Lake could be
village with a population of
raised by five feet. So Narrows
about 700, is a very popular
Lock was built, raising the
destination spot for tourists
water level of Upper Rideau
due to the number of
Lake, and reducing the depth
interesting shops in the town.
of the required rock excavation
Whether you come by boat or
in the Newboro canal cut.
by car, you will find that
During the construction of
Westport caters to most of
the canal, some 60 log
your needs. Situated at the
buildings sprang up. Many
head of Upper Rideau Lake,
were built to house the
Westport has rolling farmland
workers, but some were built
to the south and more rugged
by merchants near the bridge
terrain, in the form of Foley
over the canal cut, taking
Mountain, to the north. In
advantage of the captive
addition to public docking
market. This was the start of
facilities, Westport offers a full
the village of Newboro.
range of land-based
After the construction of the accommodations.

military personnel and 270
labourers stationed at The
Isthmus. Malaria, then called
“Lake Fever,” attacked most of
the men during the first week
Newboro hosts one of the four
of August. The “sickly season”
blockhouses built by Colonel John By as it was known, was usually
to protect the Rideau. Whether you
over by early September. In
come by boat or by car, the
1830, some 250 of the 330
lockstation is a nice place to stop, get men at the site were sick with
out, and stretch your legs. Also,
fever and 14 died. An equal
check out the Newboro Loon, located number of women and
in “downtown” Newboro.
children on the site were also
affected by malaria.
History
Newboro is one of the few
communities that arose as a direct
result of the building of the Rideau
Canal. Originally known as “The
Isthmus,” it marks the watershed
divide between waters flowing north
to Ottawa and those flowing south to
Kingston. Colonel By faced a
significant challenge here, he needed
to blast a canal cut through hard
rock, in order to join Mud Lake (now
Newboro Lake) with Rideau Lake. The
original plan did not call for a lock at
Newboro. There were going to be
two locks at Chaffey’s Mills, sufficient
to raise the water level to that of
Rideau Lake. However, more detailed
surveys of Mud Lake showed that this
could not be done, the only solution
was to put in a lock at The Isthmus.
The building of the canal at The
Isthmus was a major battle with
nature. During the original survey of
the area, no borings had been done,
so the hard rock underlying the area
came as a surprise. The two
contractors, Hartwell and Stevenson,
were forced to abandon their
contracts. By, in 1829, put the work
directly under the command of the
7th Company of Royal Miners and
Sappers. In 1830, there were 62

canal, the community at The
Isthmus was called New
Borough and in 1836 the post
office built there shortened it
to ‘Newboro.’ It was
incorporated as a village in
1876.
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There is a lot to do and see
in Westport. There are many
interesting shops, two local golf
courses and swimming
beaches. The nature enthusiast
will want to visit Foley
Mountain Conservation Area,

Continued: Once Manhard’s Mills
Westport remained a thriving commercial
centre through the 19th Century and into
the 20th Century. The building of the Rideau
Canal allowed goods to be shipped north to
Ottawa and south to Kingston by water. In
1882, an entrepreneur named R.G. Harvey
proposed an ambitious project to build a
railway from Brockville to Sault Ste. Marie.
The project ran out of money after the
section from Brockville to Westport had
been completed in 1888. The BrockvilleWestport line (B&W) moved goods, mail
and people to and from the St. Lawrence
and Westport. The rail line also brought
tourists north to Westport, starting a now
century-old tradition of Westport as a
tourist destination. The last train travelled
the B&W line in 1952.

which offers a great view of Westport, as well as
provides for many opportunities for hiking and
nature viewing. The Rideau Trail, extending from
Kingston to Ottawa, runs through the Foley
Mountain Conservation Area.
Events in Westport include the “WestPorch”
music festival, which debuted last September.
History
The first settlers to the Westport area arrived
in the period between 1810 and 1820. The land
on which Westport now sits was originally
granted by the Crown to a Mr. Hunter, but he
never settled in the area, and it passed through
several hands before being purchased by Reuben
Sherwood in 1817. Some of this land was later
purchased by the Stoddard and Manhard
families. The small community that was
beginning to grow was known at that time as
Head of the Lake. In 1828, Stoddard built a
sawmill and in 1829 the Manhards built a
sawmill and gristmill. It became known at that
time as ‘Manhard’s Mills.’

Ken Watson is the author of four books
about the history of the Rideau Canal and
one all about paddling the Rideau Canal
(which includes a lot of history). He also
edited and produced the 1839 to 1850
journal of Lockmaster Peter Sweeney
(The Sweeney Diary).

It was two local merchants, Aaron Chambers
and Lewis Cameron, who in 1841, named the
village Westport, the name reflecting its location
at the west end of Upper Rideau Lake. The
village of Westport was incorporated in 1904.

To learn more about his publications visit
Rideau-info.com/canal/books.html.
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Photo by Penny Haskin
Learning to hook a worm on Upper
Beverley Lake.

Angling for Memories
Thanks to all our dedicated
readers who have submitted
amazing fishing photos from last
season (or a little deeper into the
past in some cases).
If you would like to send us
something to consider, please
email a full resolution .jpg file to
editor@ourlakes.ca.

Photos by Joy Schell
Both from White Lake,
Godfrey. At left, our
grandson Zackary; above,
granddaughter Khloe.
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Photo by Nancy Correia
This is my son Adam very
proudly displaying his catch.
Taken at Bobs Lake about
1992.

Photo by Amy Roach
“It's all about balance,”
Clear Lake.

Wishing We Were Fishing

Photo by Craig Clark
My kiddos fishing last
summer on Dog Lake.

Photo by Glenn Sorensen

Photo by Amy Roach

“Fishing off the dock,” on

“Don't fall for the worm

Chippego Lake.

again Norm,” Clear Lake.
.
At left, Gavin loves coming out to
spend a few days fishing and
wants to be the first to catch the
day’s fish on Bobs Lake. Photo by
Christine Muchmore

Photo by Jim Colley
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Youth Climate
Summit Nears
Second Annual FABN Virtual
Gathering Runs May 9-10
Teams of Five Grade 9-12 Youth
Can Register Until April 30

students, educators,
administrators, and facilities
staff. Each team will be able to
take their climate action plan
back to their school or
community for implementation.

The summit presents a
unique opportunity for youth to
connect with youth from other
schools, collaborate and grow
Teams of five youth from
their networks. Session topics
Grades 9 to 12 can register until include sustainable agriculture,
YCAS at its core aims to empower
the end of April. Participants
composting, Indigenous climate
youth to take concrete action
from the greater Frontenac
action, reflections on COP26,
towards climate change adaptation in Arch Region – spanning from
and more.
their community. Featuring 11
Kingston to Ottawa to Cornwall
experts in climate change and climate – will gather virtually to learn
The advanced schedule
solutions, the two-day summit seeks from experts and work towards already includes two
to improve the climate literacy of the developing their own climate
keynote addresses, the first
younger generation and prepare
action plans. Teams will include being Global Warming:
The Frontenac Arch Biosphere
Network (FABN) will present the
second annual Youth Climate Action
Summit (YCAS) on May 9-10.

them to be future leaders in a
more sustainable world.
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Continued: Two Keynote Addresses

Infrastructure, Township of
South Frontenac.
Dunlop actively serves as the
Manager of Technical Services
and Infrastructure with the
Township of South Frontenac.
The Public Services Department
Dr. Weaver is a Professor in the
at the Township provides front
School of Earth and Ocean Sciences line services that include road
at the University of Victoria. He was maintenance, water
also the Canada Research Chair in
distribution and treatment,
Climate Modelling and Analysis until drainage, waste and recycling,
he was elected as a B.C. Green Party facilities, parks, recreation and
MLA in the 2013 B.C. Provincial
capital project management.
Election representing the riding of
Troy has held numerous
Oak Bay-Gordon Head. He returned leadership positions over his
to UVic after completing two terms career including 10 years of
as an MLA.
combined service as the
Director of Public Works in the
The second, Should we be
Concerned about Climate Change in Town of Smiths Falls and the
Canada’s North? by Dr. Christopher Municipality of Mississippi
Mills. Over this period, he has
Burn, Carleton
led numerous municipal studies
University.
and initiatives focused on
Dr. Burn
operational efficiencies with
works at
environmentally sustainable
Carleton
outcomes.
University in the
Climate Change and Art – Kevin
Department of Geography and
Environmental Studies. He has been Matthew Wong, Broadleaf
Theatres.
studying permafrost and climate
Wong is a
change in the Yukon and western
theatre
Arctic since 1982. He has worked
creator,
there with Inuvialuit and Northern
Tutchone people. He has published performer
and producer.
over 150 articles on the Northern
environment and two books. in
He is the co-founder and
2018, the Governor-General
Artistic Director of Broadleaf
awarded him the Canadian Polar
Theatre, a company that
Medal.
merges environmentalism and
Challenges and
Opportunities by
Dr. Andrew
Weaver,
University of
Victoria.

Several workshops are already
planned for the virtual gathering
with room on the schedule to
potentially add another. Those
already in the works are:
Small Municipalities and Climate
Change – Troy Dunlop, Manager of
Technical Services and

live performance. His
documentary-theatre soloperformance The Chemical
Valley Project – a collaboration
with Julia Howman and
Aamjiwnaang First Nation
Water Protectors Vanessa Gray
and Beze Gray – tackles
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environmental racism in
Canada.

Composting – Matthew
Graveline, Science North.
Graveline is a STEM Specialist
with Science North. With a
background in Geography,
Biology, and Indigenous Studies,
he is passionate about teaching
on topics about the natural
world. He spends a lot of his
time outdoors pursuing his
interests and sharing it with his
family and friends.
Grasslands: Unexpected
Opportunities for Sustainable
Agriculture – Dr. Christian
Artuso, Canada Wildlife Service,
Environment and Climate
Change Canada. Dr. Artuso is a
conservationist and
ornithologist with the
Migratory Birds Division
of the Canadian Wildlife
Service. He focuses on
the conservation of
migratory birds
throughout the hemisphere and
grassland ecosystems. He also
sits on the Bird Specialist
Subcommittee of the
Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada
(COSEWIC) and is involved in
various conservation initiatives
in Canada and internationally.
He enjoys travelling and wildlife
photography, having
photographed over 4,000
species of birds, including some
of the first known photographs
of rare species.
Invasive Species and Climate
Change: How they’re
connected , and what you can
do? – Riley-Anne Schmidt,
Ontario’s Invading Species
Awareness Program. Schmidt is

Continued: Invasives and Climate

the Education Liaison and Terrestrial Invasive
Species Specialist with Ontario’s Invading
Species Awareness Program, a conservation
program with the Ontario Federation of
Anglers and Hunters (OFAH). Riley graduated
from Trent University’s biology program where
she specialized in conservation biology,
ecology, and wildlife sciences. Riley has worked
with Canadian Nuclear Laboratories –
environmental protection, the NDMNRF and
other conservation authorities in both work
and volunteer capacities. Her love for nature
conservancy, hunting and fishing made OFAH a
great fit. Riley has worked with the OFAH for
two years now.

Reflections on COP26 – Emma Vernarde,
university student. Venarde is a student at
Brown University concentrating in
environmental science on the environment and
inequality track. She joined the Youth Climate
Program’s Youth Advisory Board after creating
the Bronx Youth Climate Summit and was part
of the Wild Center’s delegation to COP26. Right
now, she is a teaching assistant for a class
called Urban Agriculture and a research
assistant at the Climate Development Lab.
Indigenous-led Climate Solutions and Actions
– Jayce Chiblow, Indigenous Climate Action.
Chiblow is Anishinaabe from Garden River First

Nation, Ontario. She has a degree in Biology and a
Masters in Environmental Studies with a focus on
climate action through an Indigenous food
sovereignty approach. She now works with
Indigenous Climate Action (ICA) as the Toolkit
Training Lead where she facilitates ICA’s Climate
Leadership Program.

How the Bank of Canada and other foreign central
banks are preparing for climate change – Craig
Johnson, Bank of Canada. Johnston is a Principal
Economist in the Financial Stability Department at
the Bank of Canada. In this role he conducts analysis
and research on the macroeconomic and financial
stability implications of climate change.
Protecting Nature in an Age of Climate Change –
Peter Soroye, Wildlife Conservation Society.
Soroye is the Key Biodiversity Area Assessment and
Outreach Coordinator at Wildlife Conservation
Society Canada, where he supports both research
and communications for the Key Biodiversity Area
Canada program. He recently completed his PhD at
the University of Ottawa, where he studied the
importance of community science for research and
the effects of climate change and habitat loss on
pollinators.
More information, including any future updates
to the Summit schedule and the registration form, is
available at youthclimateactionsummit.ca.

Support Grassroots Journalism Today
If you always tip the pizza driver, why not do the same for the local scribe?
Reader donations help ensure we can continue publishing.
E-transfer all gratuities to: john@curranandassociates.com
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1006 Princess St
Kingston, ON K7L 1H2
Phone: (613) 542-3551
Fax: (613) 542-4651
limestonecitydental.com

Call Us Today!

New Patients Welcome
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that night but I recall my brother bringing home the
biggest rabbit that I ever seen from around here. I
swear it must have weighed 12 pounds. I figured it
would be so tough that we would never eat it.
However, my brother cleaned it up and took it over
to my sister, Irene. She partitioned the animal, fried
the pieces and then placed them into a roast-pan,
added all of the necessary ingredients and that
turned out to be one of the best meals I’ve ever
eaten. Scrumptious!

Sandra and I were driving home from Kingston
this evening and the fairly bright moonlight
reminded me of years back when we hoped for this
condition to hunt rabbits.

When I began working for the City, I stopped
hunting these animals in that fashion as we had to
drive with no headlights on – parking lights only and
discharging firearms in the quiet hours would
probably prompt calls to the police and we didn’t
want that.

We used to drive the roads around Inverary and
Latimer and look for the Jack Rabbits or European
Hares parked along the roads in the bushes or in
the fields. It was illegal, I believe, but we carried a
small calibre firearm in the truck or car and quite
often we would find one or two to try and harvest.

On my last hunt, we were driving down the
Latimer Road and I spotted a nice rabbit out in a field
– maybe 100 yards out. Much too far to hit with my
.410 shotgun. However, I had three-inch shells so I
gave it a blast and too my surprise, it fell over dead. I
took the rabbit home and cleaned it and the only
damage I could find to it was one small #6 pellet in its
liver. Amazing!

There had to be snow and bright moonlight for
any chance of success. We got to know the area and
the “habits of the rabbits” and you would know
where to really look for them. One of my favourite
spots was just west of Inverary on the Latimer
Road. There was a bigger tree and a copse of brush
and usually you could find a nice bunny there for
your Sunday stew.

Those days are gone, now. And so are the jack
rabbits, wiped out by disease and maybe the arrival
of the numerous coyotes that would run them into
the ground and clean out the baby rabbits in the
nests. I kinda miss that era.

I drove by recently and there was a big house
sitting on this spot, I was tempted to stop and ask
the folks there, if they could move their house on
down the road a few hundred metres? They were
beautiful, well-meated rabbits and were just a
delight at the supper table. I wasn’t on the hunt

Glen E. Smith
Loughborough Lake
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Signs of
Spring on
the Rideau
Story and photos by
Massey Leach-Rathwell
Here on the Rideau, you know spring is
coming when the ice huts slowly begin to
disappear. The sun is getting warmer every
week and the ice and snow is slowly
beginning to melt.
Last year the ice was off the lake on
March 19, but our ice has been a little bit
slower leaving this year.
Massey Leach-Rathwell is a
self-described Big Rideau Lake
country guy. He loves fishing,
photography and nature as well
as being a skilled woodburning enthusiast.

I have not seen any robins yet, but our
bald eagles are keeping a close eye around
the neighbourhood.
I love to watch the seasons change here
on the lake.
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The Woods Begin to
Wake from Winter
Clockwise, top left; March 17 – To the expression “Mad as a wet
hen,” the geese say, “Hold my beer,” as they get in a little early
turf dispute.
March 17 – I encountered one of the ‘black morph’ grey squirrels
that was sporting fancy tail highlights.
March 17 – A river otter popped up for a second this morning.
March 10 – As I made my way to the pasture/woods gate this
morning. These guys were enjoying the exposed grasses.
March 18 – Hey! Our great blue heron couple is back this
morning!

Bill Kendall, Verona
“Live, Love & Protect Nature”
Be sure to follow Bill on Facebook for an almost daily
photographic peek at nature & wildlife around our area.
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Tournaments Are Back
It’s been a long couple of years as we have had to
endure multiple closings and restrictions in the
world of pickleball. It is tough as Canadians, to sit
back and watch in earnest as those down south
continue to enjoy the sunshine and pickleball
tournaments. As we slowly emerge from our winter
slumber and limitations are reduced provincially, the
tournament directors are eager to get us back on the
courts. The Canadian Pickleball Series has released
some of the dates and locations for their eight
upcoming events:
London Cup - TBD
Saskatoon Cup - TBD
Burnaby Cup - TBD
North York Cup - July 15-17, 2022
Sarnia Cup - September 1-4, 2022
Surrey Cup - September 8-11, 2022
Markham Cup - October 28-30, 2022
Toronto Cup - December 1-4, 2022
The planners of these events include the series
founder Karl Hale, and he has joined forces with
Mark Gottfried, a teaching professional at Mayfair
Clubs, and Steve Deakin from Pitt Meadows, B.C.,
who is ranked Top 5 in the world. Their hope is that
this series will help continue the explosive
momentum of pickleball across Canada and promote
the sport that is open to all ages and skill levels.
Checkout www.premiumcourt.ca for more details.
And Quebec is starting to promote their events for
those looking for a nice day trip.
The Regional pickleball association of Outaouais,
in collaboration with Pickleball Québec, is pleased to
host a provincial tournament in Gatineau on
Saturday April 23rd (4.0, 4.5 and Open/5.0) and on
Sunday April 24th (3.0 and 3.5) at the Gatineau sports
center on 850 Boulevard de la Gappe. This
tournament is sanctioned by Pickleball Québec and
Canada. Age groups: Open, 50 and above, 65 and
above (Age as of December 31, 2021). Skills levels:
3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, Open/5.0. Events: Men’s doubles,
women’s doubles, and mixed doubles. Prizes: Gold,
Silver and Bronze medals. Also, prize money in the
Open category for the 1st position ($150 per player)

and 2nd position ($75 per player). Players of skill level
5.0 (1st) and 4.5 (2nd) will have priority in the open
category at the time of registration. Registration
fees: $45 for the 1st event and $10 for the 2nd event. A
player can only play in two events (double and mixed).
Doubles will start at 9 a.m. and mixed doubles at 1:30
p.m. (approximately)
For information: info@pickleballoutaouais.ca.
To find more tournaments check out:
https://pickleballbrackets.com/pts.aspx and
https://www.pickleballtournaments.com/.
Stay tuned for details on new indoor facilities
opening in Kingston in 2022.
Thanks to Larry Howes at Racquet Science for his
support of the sport in Kingston and the surrounding
area. If you are looking for information or to buy
paddles, balls, etc. Give him a call at 613-766-3231,
located at 332a Barrie Street, Kingston; www.racquetscience.com.
A huge shout out to Selkirk Sports for their support in
training new players in South & Central Frontenac, the
new paddles are GREAT!
If you would like to learn how to play pickleball or
come out to see it played, contact White Lake Pickleball
at 613-374-5662.
Paddles Up!
Kelli McRobert, BEd., CRSP, CES
Pickleball Ontario Ambassador
NCCP & PPR Certified Instructor
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Nesting Season Knowledge
By Mabyn Armstrong
There are many factors that effect the
outcome of the clutch size (number of eggs)
and incubation period for the five species of
turtles native to Our Lakes and the three
additional species found elsewhere in Ontario.
The following should be read as a general
guideline rather than hard and fast data about
how many eggs a particular turtle will produce
each year:
1) Blanding’s Turtle – 4 to 13 oval shaped
eggs, 60 to 90 days (found locally);
2) Eastern Musk Turtle ‘Stinkpot’ – 2 to 5
oval shaped eggs, 60 to 90 days (found locally);
3) Northern Map Turtle – 7 to 23 oval
shaped eggs, 60 to 90 days and hatchlings
sometimes remain in the nest cavity until the
spring, called ‘overwintering’ (found locally);

4) Painted Turtle – 3 to 15 oval shaped
eggs, 60 to 90 days and hatchlings often
remain in the nest cavity until the spring,
called ‘overwintering’ (found locally);
5) Snapping Turtle – 6 to 104 round
shaped eggs, 80 to 90 days (found locally);
6) Spiny-Soft Shell – 3 to 43 round
shaped eggs, 55 to 100 days;
7) Spotted Turtle – 2 to 8 oval shaped
eggs, 55 to 80 days and hatchlings may
remain in the nest cavity until the spring,
called ‘overwintering’; and,
8) Wood Turtle – 4 to 12 oval shaped
eggs, 60 to 90 days.
For more information visit Turtles
Kingston on Facebook or
turtleskingston@gmail.com.
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The Draper girls
Ashlyn, left, mother
Jen and Makayla all
decked out and ready
to ride.

Gearing Up at Draperland MX
Spring is around the corner. The snow will soon be
gone. Team 601 is working hard, going from our winter ice
setups to our spring motocross preparation. We enjoy
riding in the spring the most. The soil is soft and deep,
which allows for maximum grip and consistency in track
conditions. Our fresh tires will be sharp and the freshly
tuned suspension will make for an exciting transition.
During the spring we pool our resources and are in
constant conversations about our area’s favorite riding
locations. Some of these tracks are fully functional
businesses allowing daily practices, some are located on
local farms or on crown land. Every place we ride has its
own pros and cons. The variety is the thrill of the ride.

I have known Doug for more than 40 years; we
were quick friends through our youth. We grew
up just a few farms apart; our love of mechanics
and passion for extreme sports put us on the
same future path. In 2016, we were able to come
together and launched our regional race “send
It,” the 601 series. The six round event was very
successful and those were the first races for
many of our local riders today.

I always enjoy rekindled friendships of this
nature and we have built great relationships with
all kinds of people from our past. These are all
stepping-stones for our MX race team, we grow
with every gate drop or crowded cow path trail
Team 601’s favorite practice facility, Draperland MX, is we follow. We’re always moving forward and
located in Stone Mills township. This private residence and preparing for tomorrow’s obstacles. We traverse
property includes an intermediate motocross track and a the next corner with our experience and desire
very extensive and expanding cross country race course.
to be better, even in failure you learn what
doesn’t work. You need failure to enjoy success.
The owners, Jen and Doug Draper have been very
supportive of our race efforts and the contributions they
Race season openers are less than a month
make to the motocross communities at large should be
away. Watch for Team 601 this spring at a track
commended. Doug can normally be found working on his near you.
track, tilling, moving dirt and always on dust control. Jen, a
hard-working mother of two up and coming motocross
Shawn Peirson
daughters, can always be found in the Draperland pits on
Coach, Rockport Motorsports
race days.
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Theridion frondeum and aphid.
Photo by Tammy MacKenzie/Tay Valley

Why Save a Spider?
By Tammy MacKenzie

encountered in sinks or bathtubs (looking for a
drink and stuck there), or on walls, and easy to
catch in a cup and placed outside. Why, you may
ask, should you bother?

March 14 was Save a Spider Day. That
combined with the endless round of sensational
and often misinformed articles about the joro
spider (Trichonepila clavata) making the rounds
has prompted me to write this piece with a focus
on why exactly we should be saving, and not
fearing, our wee eight-legged friends.

Consider this: every year spiders consume
insect biomass equivalent to the mass of all
human beings on earth. That's a LOT of bugs! In
our homes, they will take out the mosquitoes,
flies and ants, and in our gardens everything from
aphids to caterpillars. They are also a food source
for many other animals, especially birds. But also
consider aside from this, that they have just as
much right to exist as any other living thing.

With the warming temperatures and thawing
leaf litter, spiders have begun to emerge from
their winter dormant state. Hatchlings are
emerging from egg sacs. All will soon be out and
about in numbers to eat bugs, seek mates, scare
the fearful and delight the arachnophiles.
Many will be too tiny to capture our attention, or
active at night when we are not. Generally,
people don't notice spiders much until summer,
when they have grown and established their
homes in our garden, yards, and occasionally
wander into our homes.

Spiders are one of the oldest animals, have
incredible diversity, and are truly fascinating and
sometimes downright gorgeous. While the vast
majority are venomous, very few are of any
medical concern to humans. In Ontario, only the
mature female northern black widow
(Latrodectus variolus), is of medical concern, and
they are both rarely encountered and very
reluctant to bite. As are all spiders, actually.

If you encounter a spider, especially in your
home, please don't kill it! They are often
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Continued: Venom Rarely Used
Spiders, despite the stories and beliefs, rarely bite,
as they require direct physical threat such as
having their body squeezed and even then they
only use their venom about half the time.
Spiders in general have poor eyesight with very
limited range, only up to a couple of metres and
that is not in detail. We would be perceived as a
looming mass and shadows, like mountain tops to
us while in a valley or gorge. A spider would see
you as just part of the environment, like a tree.
They are very sensitive to vibrations – that's what
all those hairs are for – they can feel our footsteps,
breezes from our movements and such, and tend
to retreat to safety. Sometimes that means moving
toward us because our mass and shadow seem to
indicate a hiding place – they are not chasing us!
Some spiders weave webs to catch food and
stay put, some are ambush predators staying still
and waiting, and some are active hunters out and
about looking for prey. None are interested in us.
Almost all spiders use silk for drag lines (safety
lines), to make egg sacs, resting places, and
ballooning. Ballooning is how slings (baby spiders)
disperse: they stick their butt in the air and send
out silk lines to catch the breeze and electric
currents to carry them away. Large spiders cannot
do this.

Mimetus puritanus female with egg sac.
Photo by Tammy MacKenzie/Tay Valley

Spiders are fascinating, and helpful to us in
many ways. They are wee animals just living their
lives, unaware of us, our biases, or fears. So, if you
find a spider, leave it be or relocate it.
Save a spider!
Tammy MacKenzie lives in Tay Valley
Township, Lanark County. They have been
interested in spiders, among other creatures,
since childhood. Photographing and learning
about spiders has been a passion for the past 12
years or so. Tammy is the owner/admin of
Facebook groups Spiders of Ontario and Quebec
and Spiders of Atlantic Canada. They also help
admin several other spider groups and is member
of many other arachnid and/or insect groups.
They have developed an expansive network of
friends and contacts in the world of arachnology
over the years.
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Pholcus phalangioides with eggs.
Photo by Tammy MacKenzie/Tay Valley

Tammy has been involved in spider
education for more than a decade, presenting at
"bug day" events in local elementary schools.
Their passion for these fascinating creatures
fuels the desire to help other people learn about
them and especially to overcome fears.

List your products or
services here in the

& get your homebased business seen.

@FrontenacGreyRatSnakes
A Species-at-Risk currently classed as Threatened,
Frontenac’s Grey Rat Snakes are Canada’s largest
snake and are only found in this part of the country.
Their future is up to us. Please Like our page, share
your photos and Give Our Snakes a Little Space.

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and
50 words about what you’re selling.

Email:
publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444
Sign up and get in front
of more potential
customers each issue!
List your products or
services here in the
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It Takes A Wonderful Village
In 1992 I gave birth to my
son, Cody. He was born with
Hydrocephalus, Cerebral Palsy,
Autism, and Hemiplegia. Cody
was followed very closely by
several services until he turned
21 years old and had to leave
the school system. All the
resources Cody had known his
whole life (and we depended
upon) suddenly ended because
of his age, and we had to find
something else for him to do
every day.
At that time, my husband and
I were still working full-time,
and Cody could not stay home
alone. We found New Leaf Link
which ran three days per week
and so I enrolled Cody and I
volunteered there on my days
off if the participants were
going on an outing into the
community. It was a great fit for
Cody and he excelled by being
there.
When I retired, I was excited
to volunteer at NeLL on every
program day and help with
much-needed fundraising
efforts on the weekends.

‘NeLL recognized the need and
continued virtually’

QiGong, music and many more. It
is specially designed to help the
participants strengthen their fine
motor skills, hand and eye
coordination, cognitive memory,
physical exercise, inner body
peace, while ensuring everyone
has fun while learning!

and that masks are always worn. The
participants understand the need of
this and have adapted very well.
It is true that “it takes a village to
raise a child,” but some adults need
assistance, too. New Leaf Link is a
very strong organization with all
kinds of supports for adults with
physical and developmental
disabilities. I am so glad that Cody
and I are a part of this village.

When the pandemic began,
there was a certain amount of
I loved seeing my son flourish panic regarding the loss of such a
into such a well-mannered and
beneficial outlet for Cody and the
Cara Lacelle
well-rounded man. NeLL helped rest of the participants. NeLL
Participant's Mom & Daily Volunteer
him to build bonds and
recognized the need and continued
New Leaf Link (NeLL) is a non-profit
friendships with everyone he
virtually.
organization located in Harrowsmith,
encountered. We have gone on
Ont., which provides educational
We
are
very
happy
to
finally
be
numerous local trips and social
programming to adults living with
back in person as Cody missed
events together and it is
developmental disabilities. NeLL does
seeing his friends. A few things
amazing to see the world
not receive any government funding
have
changed
as
safety
is
a
serious
through each participant’s eyes
concern for those that are high-risk and relies heavily on community
and to understand their
support. To learn more, or to donate,
to severe illnesses, so the
perspective on things.
please Click Here. Watch this space
volunteers have extra duties like
for more NeLL stories, pictures,
NeLL has classes in art, dance, ensuring surfaces and door
profiles and more.
karate, science, drama, puppets, handles are constantly sanitized
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